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I. INTRODUCTION

In connection with paragraph 7 of General Assembly resolution 39/L48 O ot
17 Decenrber.1.984, the Secretary-General has received conmunications fron the German

Democratic Republic and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the texts of whictt
are reproduced below.

II. INFOR!,IATION RECEIVED FRO!,I GOVERNUENTS

cERttlAI\t DEUOCRATIC REPUBLIC

lOriginal: Englishl

l17 October 19851

1. In the Concluding D,ocument of the First Special Session of the United Nations
devoted to Disarmament, a1l United Nations Menber states unanimously acknowledged
the need for serious disarnanent negotiations based on the principle of
undininished security. fn an endeavour to pronote such negotiations, the German

Denocratic Republic, together with the Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia and

other States, took the initiative for the adoption of resolution 39/148 O.

2. The complicated current internationaL situation calls for increased efforts to
prevent a nuclear inferno. Plans for the militarization of outer sPace threaten to
set off an arns race unprecedented in scope and to wreck the endeavours for arms
limitations and disarmarnent on earth. Conseguently, the prevention of an arns race
in outer space and its termination on earth has become the crucial guestion in our
days. As the leading representatives of the Warsaw Treaty Menber States reaffirmed
at their meeting in Warsaw, on 26 April 1985, its solution reguires that al1
peoples and States, all peace-loving forces, regardless of their political
orientation, pool their efforts. Both bilateral and multilateral negotiations must
be actively used for this purpose.

3. The German Democratic Republic wholeheartedly welcomed the initiation of new

negotiations between the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and the United States
of Anerica in Geneva on the entire complex of guestions concerning nuclear and
space weapons - both strategic and int€rnediate-range. They Provide a chance to
stop the fatal process of developing ever more sophisticated weaPons systemsr and
to proceed to disarmament. The German Denocratic Republic believes that the
negotiations can be successful if and when the objectives agreed upon in the Joint
Soviet-Anerican Statenen! of 8 January 1985 are implemented consistently, with
strict observance of the principle of equality and egual security. The proposals
submit,ted by the USSR during this year offer real possibilities for such a success.

4. The comprehensive and far-reaching peace programme which General Secretary
M. Gorbachev of the CpSU Central Committee subnitted during his visit to France is
fully and entirely endorsed by the cer.man Democratic Republic. His proposals are
suited to lead to a real turnabout in terms of disarnament, away fron confrontation
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and towards co-otrreration. They have opened the door for positive results at the
meeting between the General Secretary of the Central Comnittee of the CpSu and the
President of the United States

5. under the present conditions, the Geneva Conference on Disarmament assumes
increasing importance as the eole nultilateral negotiating body on global aspects
of disarmament. This yearrs session has demonstrated again that the overwhelning
majority of the States present at the Conference is agreed in calling for avoidanceof a nilitarization of outer space, the conclusion of a conprehensive test ban
treaty2 concrete neasures to prevent nuclear war, and the cessation of the nuclear
arns race.

6' The constructive initiatives of the socialist states have opened up great
opportunities for sweeping progress in these fields. New impulses have emanated
from the non-aligned and neutral countries. rn-this connection, the German
Democratic Republic pays particular tribute to the Delhi Declaration issued by the
six Heads of State or Government.

7. Measured by current reguirements, the results of the latest session of the
Conference on Disarmament cannot be satisfactory. Some States continue to keep the
Conference frorn proceeding to negotiations on the prohibition of nuclear weapons
tests' nuclear disarnanent, prevention of nuclear lrarr and prevention of an arms
race in space.

8' The establishment of a committee with an agenda on arns competition in spaceis no doubt a positive result of the 1985 session. Its operation illustrates the
concern of states about tbe plans for the nilitarization -f 

"p""" and the adverse
conseguences that would arise therefrom for international security. Consideration
was given to a number of substantive guestions regarding the prevention of an arms
race in sPace. There exist all chances for the next session of the Conference on
Disarnament to start negotiations on tbe conclusion of relevant accords in line
with resolution 39/59. The Gernan Denocratic Republic considers that the Sovietdraft treaty on the probibition of the use of force in outer space and from space
against the earth is a viable base for such negotiations.

9. A comprehensive prohibition of all nuclear-weapons tests would decisively
contribute to ending the gualitative arnsr race and strengthening the
non-proliferation r6gine for nuclear weapons. The rhird Review conference of theParties to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation has underscored the importance of an
agreement to that effect.' Howeverr one side continues to consider such a step as aolong-term goal'. The Gernan Denocratic Republic strongly objects to any eff6rt to
delay negotiations on an agreement under a variety of pretexts. rne arait
agreements of tbe USSR and Sweden provide an appropriate base for such negotiations.

l0' The Gernan Democratic Republic welcomes the soviet unionrs moratoriun on al1
its.nuclear explosione that was put into effect on 5 August 1985 as a step whichfacilitates the achievement of a comprehensive test ban treaty. The cerman
Democratic Republic expects the United States of America and the other nuclear
Powers to declare a sinilar nroratorium.
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Il. In accordance with resolution 39/L43 P the German Democratic Republic

advocates inunediate negotiationa on aPpropriate and practical measures to prevent a

noii"it-rar. Together with the other socialiEt States it suburitted document CDl484

containing a set of politico-legal as well as material propoaals' The Gernan

Oemocratii nepublic lttriUutes special imlnrtance to the non-first-use of nuclear
weapons. It would essentially contribute to the prevention of a nuclear
ciii"lr"pt,e if the other nuclear Powers fol-lowed the example of the Union of Soviet
socialist Republics and the Peoplers Republic of china and also issued binding
non-first-use declarations for nuclear arn6.

L2. The German Democratic Republic, together with the najority of States,
advocates the initiation of rnuttitaterai negotiations on the cessation of the
nuclear-arn6 race and on nuclear disarmament, as provided for in resolutions
3g/L4g C and 3g/L48 K. The Conference on Disarmament offers all the necessary
prereguisites for such negotiations. It is the sole negotiating body comprising
ifi-itie five nuclear Poweis. this fact was taken into account by the Third NPT

Review Conference when calling on the Conference on Disarmament to Proceed to
rnuiiii.ieral negotiations on nuclear disarmament on the basie of paragraph- 50 of
the concluding Docunent of the Tenth special session of the General Assenbly, the
first special session devoted to disarmament. The German Democratic Republic
expresses its expectation that the Western States, which uP to now have rejected
iuit n.gotiations, will at the next Session of the Conference on Disarmamentl stand
by the consensus reached at the Review Conference'

13. The Gernan Democratic Republic welcomes the progress made this year in
elaborating a convention on the prohibition of chenical rreaPons. The relnrt of the

respective conmittee shows that, under the leadership of the representative of the

Polish Peoplers Republic, its proceedings have reached a new stage' In the courae
of, further negotialions. it will be essentiat to continue this line in order to
conclude work on the convention as soon as possible. The German Denocratic
Republic will play its part to belp achieve this aim. But success will only be

poseibfe if all States are PrePared to conduct bona fide negotiations and make

leasonable compromises neeting the interests of a1l sides. No stePs should be

undertaken tbat would be a burden on the negotiations. The German Dernocratic
Republic therefore shares the concern of nany States about the United States Plans
to start mass production of binary weaPons and about their possible deploynent in
Central Europe.

14. Endeavouring to fulfil their responsibility for peace, d6tente and security in
Central Europe and to reduce the weapons stockpiles accunulated in this area, the
German Democratic Republic and the Czechoslovak Socialist Republic in Septernber

Last proposed to the Federat Republic of Gernany to enter into negotiations on the
creation-of a chemical-weapon-free zone. Agreement on such a zone, which would
comprise the territories of those three States to begin withr would contribute to
confidence-building and woul.d facilitate the early achievenent of a global ban on

these dangerous means of mass destruction'

15. This nove of the Governments of the German Democratic Republic and the
czechoslovak socialist Republic was pr.eceded by a joint initiative of the German
pernocratic Republicrs Socialist Uniti party of Germany and the Federal Republic of
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Germanyrs Social-Democratic Party of Germany. The outline of an agreenent to
establish such a zone elaborated by the two Parties in that context takes full
account of the close connection between a global ban and regional steps.

16. The German Den@rattc Republic considers the Stockholm Conference on
Confidence- and Security-Builtling lteasures and Dlsarmament ln Europe as an
inportant opportunity to reduce the rnilitary confrontation. Thls becomes all the
more important as the international situation continues to be dangerously
aggravated.

l?. Toget,her witb the other tilarsaw Treaty States the German Dem@ratic Republic
holds that military confrontation can be reduced best when steps of
confidence-building in the potitical field are organically linked rlith such steps
in tbe military field. The comprehensive proposals of the $larsan Treaty States at
the Stockholrn Conference do correspond to this concept. In this context, the
Gernan Denocratic Republic attaches particular inportance to accords rhich
concretize and give naxinum effect to the principle of non-use of force. The
discussion on this issue has justifiably occupied a significant place at the
stockholm Conference. An agreement on the mutual renunciation of armed force and
on the maintenance of peaceful relations nould not only correspond with the Final
Act of Helsinki and the mandate of the Stockholm Conference but would also meet the
need for a lessening of nilitary confrontation in Europe. The German Democratic
Republic feels it is rnost fmportant to translate the will to negotiate, which was
expressed by all sides, into concrete steps and to focus on areas nhere accords
appear attdinable at this juncture. It is imperative that all participants to the
Conference explore the avenues towards result-oriented negotiations and concentrate
on those fields phere a rapprochement of their positlons can be achieved. The
l|arsan Treaty States have declared their readiness to take such an approach and
look forward to an early, positive response from Ehe menber States of NATO.

18. In the course of the now l2-year old Vlenna Talks on a Mutual Reduction of
Armed Forces and Armanents in Central Europe, the German Denocratic Republic
together with the other socialist participants undertooli a variety of initiatives
in order to reach substantive agreements. In so doing it has been anare of a more
and more urgent need to stem a further increase in the nilitary confrontation in
Central Europe.

19. The negotiations so far failed to produce results. The nen inltiative of the
socialisC states of 14 February 1985 has taken account of this eituation. The
proposals embodied in it largely exclude complicated, controversial questions.
They ain at an inmediate discussion of sinple and practicable steps of reduction.
The initiat,ive provides that, within one year, the Soviet Union and the United
States should withdrar 20,000 and 13,000 t,roops, respectively, including their
armaments and ecuipment, from their ground forces stationed in Central Europe.
Subseouently, all parties to the agreement should undertake Eo freeze the level of
their armed forces and armaments. On this basis negotiations should then continue
with the objective to decrease the total strength of the armed forces on both sides
in Central Europe to 900,000 troops each.
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20. The initiative of the socialist countries rePreaente a comProrrise approach to
lead the Vienna Talks out of the present stalenate. The German Denocratic Republic
expects a constructive reply fron the tlestern gide. tlhat i3 required above all is
the political witl of the NATO States to contribute to the achievement of an

agreement on the reduction of armed forces and arnanente in Central Europe ln
accordance with the principles aqreed upon in 1973.

2I. The fortieth anniversary of t,he victory over Hitler fascisn and of the end of
ttrd Second norld nar has very much reinforced the percePtlon that Peace ts the
highest good of mankind. It is vital to unite all forces of reagon and realism
aqainst the danger of nuclear oar. The Gernan Democratic Republlc and Ehe other
litarsaw Treaty States are prepared to take the moet radical steps of llniting and

eliminating every kind of armaments

22. The fortieth session of the United Natlons General Assembly should provide new

impulses to speed up the etforts for agreenenta on effective neaguree of armament

lirnitation and disarmanent.

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIAI,IST REPUBLICS

[Original: Russianl

t20 SePternber 19851

l. The permanent Mission of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republlcs to the United
Nations, referring to General Assembly resolution 39/148 O, 'ImPlenentation of the
recommendations and decisions of the tenth speclal session', of I? December 1984'
which requests information concerning disarmament and arms-limitatlon negotiations
outside the framework of the United Nations' states the following'

Z. In today,s dangerous world situation, the question of war and peace continues
to be the most important question of the present age, essentially a ouestion of
mankind's survival. The senseless arms race, particularly in nuclear arns, nhich
has treen imposed on the world bV the imperiallst forces is continuing.

3. In these circumstances, the Soviet Unlon fully recognizes its responsibility
to the worldrs peoples for the preservation and strenqthening of peace. It has
done and will do everything in its pooer to reduce the threat of nuclear disaster,
to end the buitd-up of nuclear arsenals and to arflve at effective aqreenents in
the field of arns limitation and diEarmament. The Soviet Union takes a profoundly
serious attitude towards disarmament negotiatlons withln and outside the United
Nations, working for the adoption of favourable decisions at t,hose negotiations.

4. This is the attitude demonstrated by the soviet side in the soviet-united
States negotiations at Geneva, undertaken at lts initiative in lqarch 1985' on the
subject of nuclear and space weaponE.

5. with regard to the questions to which they relate - space strike weaPons,

strategic offensive weapons and medium-ranqe nuClear neaPons - these new
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negotiations take full account of the reality of the present strategic situation
and reflect the objective organic connection between those three problerns. The
objective interdependence of those problems was reflected in the joint
Soviet-Uniteal States dectaration adopted at Geneva on 8 January 1985. The
declaration clearLy stated that the purpose of the negotiations nust be to prevent
an arms race in outer sPace and to put an end to the arns race on earth.

6. Progress at the Geneva negotiations depends above all on whether both sides
will comply scrupulously with every part of the agreement reached concerning the
subject and purposes of the negotiations. The Soviet Uirion, for its part, will do
everything it can to implement that agreenent.

7. In its efforts to create suitable conditions for the preparation of
constructive solutionsr the USSR has propoeed institutlng a moratoriun on nuclear
and space weapons for the entire period of the Geneva negotiations.

8. The Soviet Union has advanced at the negotiations a whole progranme of
measures whose distinguishing feature is that it is strlctly in keeping with Ehe
principle of eguality and egual security, which precludes the acguisition of any
nilitary advantage by either side,

9. The Soviet side is steadfastty working to see to it that the negotiationg
incLude the start of a practical dtscussion of neasures concerning the key guestion
of the spread of the arns race to outerr space. To that, end, it proposes
prohibiting an entire class of space strike weapons and reachlng an agreement to
the effect that the productlon (including. scientific investigation), testing and
deployment of such weapons should be prohibited on a reciprocal basis. The two
sidesr entire present stockpiles of such weapons, i.e. anti-sateltite neapons,
would be liquidated, At the same time, the USSR advocates strict and undeviating
compliance with the unlimited-term 1972 Soviet-United States treaty on the
lirnitation of ABM Bystems, which prohibits the deptoyment of ABIrI systems for the
defence of a countryrs territory, as well as the base for such a defence, and also
prohibits the establishment of space-based anti-nissile systems.

10. The Sqviet Union is convinced that if both sides have the political good will
to keep the arms race from spreading to oueer space, a verifiable agreement on this
subject can be worked out.

11. If such an agreenent is not, concluded, agreement on the limitatlon and
reduction of nuclear weapons will al.so be impossible.

],2. It is guite clear that, the militarization of outer space will whip up the arms
race in all its aspects, will in particular accelerate the nuclear arns race and
the develoPnent of more sophisticated nuclear weapons and will aggravate the threat
of nuclear war. The production of space strike weapons would mean the end of the
19?2 ABM Treaty, on which the entire process of limitation and reduction of nuclear
sreapons is based.

13. An arms race in outer space would also divert enormous resources from the
solution of urgent problens confronting all mankind, such as the fight against
hunger, disease and economic backwardness.
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14. In the complex of guestions assoclated wlth the problen of preventing an arms

race in outer space and in connection with the solution of that problem, the Soviet
Union has protrnsed reaching agreement on a radical reduction of strateglc weapons -
intercontinental ballist,lc missiles, submarlne-launched ballistic misEiles and

heavy bombers - and proSnsed that at the same time the two sideE should renounce
any programnes for producing and deploying new klnds and types of strategic weatrnns

or should place strict limits on Euch progranmes. The reductions wouLd apply bot'h

to the delivery vehicles thenselves and to the total number of nuclear charges
cat'ried by them. The USSR also advocates total renunciation of such a dangerous
new kind of strategic offeneive reatrnns as long-range cruise missiles trrespective
of how they are based.

15. The Soviet side has previously taken a poaltion favouring a '25 per cent
reduction in the level of Etrategic wealnnsl developing this, lt, has now expressed
its wiUingness to go even further and agree to even more radical reductionE in t'he

nucLear afsenala of the United States and the USSR. In this connection it would,
of course, also be necessary to take accounE of how the guestion of nedium-ranqe
nuclear neapons in Europe could be settled, slnce the Unlted States weapons of that
class already deployed in l{estern European countries, i.e. witln range of targets
in Soviet terrltory, conatitute a dlrect and substantial supplement to the
strategic arsenal of the UniEed States.

16. The Soviet Union ls working for a strict balance of forceg at sharply reduced
Ievels with regard to medium-range nuclear weaPons tn Europe as weIl. The Sovlet
side has prolnsed a solution under which the United States would withdraw its
pershing II missiles and land-based cruise nissiles from Europe and the USSR would
reduce its medium-range nissiles in the European zone to a level eguival-ent in
warhead count to the corresponding nuclear weapons of United Kingdon and France.
As a result, the USSR would not have on lts medium-range missileE in Europe a

single narhead nore than the nunber included in the corresponding nuclear arsenal
of the North AtlanEic Treaty countries.

L7. Under the Soviet approach, equal and reduced ceilings would also'be set for
medium-range launcher aircraft for NATO and the USSR ln Europe.

18. The USSR has expressed a willingness to move on to an even more radical
solution - the conplete liberation of Europe from both medium-range and tactical
nuclear weapons.

19. The Soviet Union ls backing its constructive attiEude at the Geneva

negotiations with unilateral actions designed to pronpt the United Statesr in turn,
to embark on practical measures aimed at the achievenent of mutually acceptable
agreements and at the building of mutual confidence. In April 1985, for example,
the USSR unilaterally halted until November of this year the deplolment of its
medium-range missiles and the implenentation of other measures in Europe adopted in
response to United States deploynent of its new medium-range missiles on that
continent. Already in August 1983, a unilateral Soviet moratorium was announced on

being the first to place anti-satellite weapons in outer sPacet the moratorium
could naturaLly remain in force for as long as other Stategr including the United
States, assumed a sinilar commitrnent.
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20. The USSR is not creating space st,rike weapons, is not constructing a
Iarge-scale systen of anti-miesile defence or the bases for such a defence and isstrictly complying witb the 1972 ABII{ Treaty. The Soviet Unlon does not intend to
place weapons in outer space and is opposed to cornpetltion in the matter 6f space
weapons and weatrnns in general. It feels Btrongly that outer space should renainpeaceful. This was precisely why the Sovlet Union proposed that the guestion of
.'rlnternatlonal co-operation in the peaceful exploltation of outer space under
conditions of itE non-militarizationtr should be considered at the fortieth eesslonof the United Nations GeneraL Assenbly. This is a progranme for an extenslvejoining of efforts by states in the peaceful exploit,atibn of outer space for the
purpose of meeting the econonic and social reguirements of all trreoples.

2L. With a view to achieving a halt to the nuclear arms race, the Soviet Union
established, as of 6 August 1985, a unilateral moratorium on all nuclear explosions
and suggested to the United States that it shouLd folLow sult. This iE a weighty
action, which is significant because lt erects a soLid barrier to the establishmentof newer and newer types of weatrnns of nass destruction and dooms existing nuclear
arsenals to gradual noral and physical aging. If the other nuclear powers, and
primarily the United States, were to respond in.kind to this peaceful Soviet
action, the prospects for agreement on nuclear weapon issues would be considerably

/
improved.

22- unfortunately, however, the united states has so far displayed an obvious
unwilLingness to seek ways to agreenent in Geneva.

23. The United States stubbornly refuses to reach an agreenent on averting an arns
race in outer sPace. Instead, it actually says that the parties should concern
themselves with deciding precisely which tlpes of weapon could be stationed in
outer space - in other words, with the actual prograrming of the race in space
strike weapons.

24- united states actions outside the negotiations are also directed towards the
unleashing of an arms race in outer space. The United States is going ahead with
work on the creation of space strike weapons, a large-scale AFM system with
space-based. elements and anti-sateltite weapons and is leading up to the
undermining of the 1972 ABIrt Treaty. The United States is doing.tt Uri" in che
context of the so-calLed trstrategic Defense Initiativetr. The attenpts to present
this matter as though it involved defence carry no weight. The trnpiementalion of
the nStrategic Defense trnitiativerr would inevitably tead to a new and even nore
dangerous spurt in the arns race in all directions and would rnake lt
uncontrollable. Strategic stabllity would be radiially undermined. The threat of
an outbreak of nuclear war would increase. Irnplementation of thiE programme would
eliminate once and for all the Soviet-Arnerican understanding regarding the
maintenance of strategic stability.

25. The United states decision to test a second generation of anti-satellite
systems is also fraught with serious consegllences. this declsion will lead
directly to the beginning of the developnent of a nen class of dangerous weapons -
space strike sreapons. It is one more step in the escalation of the arms race,
involving its extension to outer space.
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26. In response to the restraint displayed by the USSR in practical natters and to
its constructive position at the Geneva negotiations, the United States
demonstrates its unwillingness to reach agreement and to display corresponding
restraint. It is claimed that at the Geneva negotiations the United States is
seeking strict limitations on anti-satellite u,eapons. In actual fact, the United
States flatly refused and is stitl refusing to consider any measures to Prohibit
and limit anti-satellite weapons, presenting matters as though it were inpossible
to resolve this issue. It is t,hus intenti.onalty creating an artificial deadlock in
thib question. In this, it is clearly calculating not only that it will acsuire
anti-satellite weapons but also that it will, under the pretense of testinq an
anti-satellite systen, evolve air-based and other anti-missile weapons. This aqain
reveals the t,rue attitude of the United States torrards the Geneva negotiations and
its unnillingness to reach agreements on real steps to avert an arms race in outer
space and to halt the arns race on eartb.

27. t{ith regard to strategic offensive weapons, the American side is proposing
that tbe Soviet Union should undertake a completely unwarranted restructurlng of
its strategic defence capabllities first of all by sharply reducing its
intercontinental ballistic nissiles, which form the basis of the Soviet strategic
forces. On the other hand, the American strategic forces and programmes for
increasing them would remain virtually untouched. In practice, this would mean

t,hat the United States would have the opportunity to increase sharply - by several
thousands - the number of its strategic weapons, primarily by addinq more
lonq-rangB cruise missiles in any base.

28. The American proposals regarding medium-range nuclear eeapons in Europe were
also made with a view to ensuring unilateral mititary advantages for the United
States. In considerinq the balance of nuclear forces in Europe, the American side
refuses to take into account the nuclear weapons of the United Kinqdom and France.
Outside the limitations, the United States would like to keep its air carriers, as
well as, in essence, almogt all the rest of its medium-ranqe launcher aircraft in.
t.he European zone. In an attenpt to circumvent tbe SALT II Treaty, the United
States is insisting on its "right" to deploy in immediate proxi^mity to the USSR -
and not only in Europe - medium-range missiles, counting on the possibillty of
using those neapons aqainst the USSR in a first strike.

29. Thus, the negative, unconstructive position of the American side is blocking
ghe achievement of agreements in all areas of the negotiations betneen the USSR and
the United States on nuclear and space weapons. The United states, apparently, is
interested only in negotiating but not in achieving practical results.

30. The Soviet Union attaches great importance, to the work of the Geneva
Conference on Disarmament - the only organ for multilaEeral negotiations in this
field. The Soviet Union is strongly in favour of enhancing the effectiveness of
t.he Conference and promoting fruitf,ul and business-like negotiations on the whole
range of issues being discussed there with a vien to achieving mutually acceptable
ag reements.

31. The Soviet Union fully shares the opinion of those wlro consider the Prevention
of nuclear oar to be the nost important task and highest priority of contemPorary
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world politics. It urges the Conference at last to begln evolvlng practical
measures tor preventing nuclear rar, as nell as rorklng out a programne for nuclear
d isarmament.

32. In the opinion of the USSR, the Conference should not disregard such a key
issue as the prevention of an arns race ln outer space. The Sovlet Union considers
the creatlon in 1985 of an gO,hqg comnittee of the Conference on that issue as a
first step to becinning ttre-EiEiant negotiattons.

33. The Soviet Unlon is also a staunch supporter of the lmnediate conmencenent,
within tbe franesork of the Conf,erence, of negotlations on the complete and general
prohibition of nuclear-neapon tests. ft nost actively supports the speedy
completion of a conventlon on the prohibitton and deatructlon of chenlcal neapons.

34. The Soviet Union is in fauour of the concluelon of relevant lnternational
agreements on the prohibitton of radioloqlcal neapons and the Bafe development of
nuclear energy, and on the strengtheninq of agsurances concernlng the safety of
non-nuclear-neapon Statea, and of the formulation of a conprehenslve disarmanent
prog ramme.

35. During the period of d6tente, the Geneva forun produced a number of inportant
multilateral agreenents. However, in recent years, the efficiency of forun has
become a cause for serious concern. The reason f,or this lg the unconstructive
position of the United States and its closegt allles. It is they rho use various,
far-fetched pretexts to block the begtnning of practical negotiations on the
Prevention of nuclear nar, the cessation of the nuclear-arms race and the
prohibitton of nuclear-neapon tests. It is they rho are unsil.ting to reach an
earnest agreement even on the preventlon of an arns raee in outer space, by
attempting to aaldress that ouestion in the franerork of general discussions ori the
subject. Moreoverr even on natters nhich are al.ready belng cliscussed at the
Conference, and particularly the prohlbltion of chenical reapons, the United states
is not only unoilling to take lnto account the proposals and legitimate interests
of other States but it is gradually hardening its position, deliberately putting
forward unacceptable and ^unrealistlc proposals.

36. The Soviet Union, for its part, trill continue lts efforts to break the current
deadlock in thls forun and thereby enable the Conference on Disarnament to perform
its tasks. The sovlet Union - lilre the najority of the other participants in the
Conference - is in favour of estabfishing sutrEidlary rorlring boclies authorized to
conduct negotiations on the priority issues nhich have yet to be addressed, with a
view to making tangible progresg in all the areas covered by the uork of the
Conference.

37. ?he Position adopted by the NATO countries at the Vienna Talks on uutual
Reduction of Forces and Armaments in Central Europe is also far fron constructive.
No tangible results nhatsoever have been achieved there to date. The talks bave
been at a standstill for a considerable period of time.

38. The reason for thls unsatisfactory state of affairs lies in the lack of
political will on the part of the United States and its NATO allies to reach
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agreement on the basis of the principle of parity and equal security. At Vienna,
the $lestern countries are continulng to adbere to their former unrealistic Positlon
which is obstructing the elaboration of concrete and mutually acceptable
agreements. As in the past, they are endeavouring to impose on tlre Soviet Union
and the other States parties to the tilarsaw Treaty unfair conditions and obligatlons
wtrich, if applied, would give a one-sided military advantage to the tlest.

39. In an attempt to give ner impetus to the Vienna talks, the USSR and the other
soc'ialist countries submitted on 14 February 1985 a draft of basic provisions for
an agreement on a prelininary reduction by the Soviet Union and the United States
of ground forces and arnaments in Central Europe eith a commitment not to lncrease
subsequently t,he levels of arned forces and armanents in that region. The
significance of this lnitiative lies in the fact that it offers a real opportunity
for tangible progress at the Vienna talks, for achieving concrete results whlch
would lead to a practical reductlon in the disproportionate concentration of forces
and armaments in Central Europe. This proposal could easily be put into effect
because lt focuses on elements on which agreement can be reached even at present.
However, the NATO countries have still not expressed their vieus on the substance
of that ProPosal.

40. The obstructionist approach adopted by the NATO countries at Vienna and the
one sided nature of their position are not coincidental. Tbey constltute an

extension and a reflection of the military and political viees held by the United
States and NATO, and of their concrete acts, in connection with the build-up of
their military potential in Europe. For example, shen the USSR unilaterally
withdrew 20,000 troops, 1,000 tanks and various other rnilitary eguipment from
Central Europe in 19?9-1980, the Unlted States of America' according to official
liestern figures, increased the number of its troops by 26,000 in the Federal
Republic of Germany alone, and by 401000 in Central Europe as a whole. Progress in
Vienna has also been hindered by the deployment of the new US first strike misslles
in certain tilestern European countries, including a nunber of States particiPating
directlY in the talks.

41. The Soviet Union is convinced that progress is possible in Vienna. Everything
r,ill depend on the western siders realism and political readiness to embark at last
on the path of reaching mutually acceptable decisions in the Vienna tal'ks.

42. At the Stockholm Conference on Confidence- and Security-Builclinq t{easures and

Di.sarmamdnt in Europe, the USSR is doing its utmost to enable the Conferencers work
to proceed in a business-like nanner and its first staqe to culminate in the
adoption of effective measures to normalize the political climate and reduce the
level of nilitary confrontation in Europe. This is precisely the aim of the whole
spectrum of Soviet proposals envisaging the organic combination of far-reaching
political and international tegal moves with specific measures ln the military and

technical field.

43. In a situation ohere international lension is rising and the threat of nuclear
conflict increasing, particular importance attaches to the Soviet Union proposal to
conclude a treaty on the reciprocal non-use of military force and the maintenance
of peaceful relations, a pivotal provision of which would be the obligatlon not to
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be the first to use eitber nucrear or conventional weapons against one another, andtherefore not to use miritary force against one another ar "ii: tn. ,oiri;;-;;p",
?l !h" basic provisions ot slcn a treaty, subnitted ov-ri" J""i"a union on29 January l'985, develops and defines, in concrete terms and in accordance with therealities of the European conrinenr, the generat formularion ot ;;-;;;;ipi"-",the non-use or force embodied in the charter "r .i"-uii;;;-il";;";;-J;-;i"-""r"tr*,Final Act.

44' The sovlet Proposar was formulated pith due regard for the wishes and viewsboth of the NATO and of the non-aliqned and neutral countries.
45' The ussR is also proposing an important step forward in the field of militaryconfidence-buildinq neasures. nith that aim in .ri"*, it has "uiritt"a cogetherwlth other sociarist countries a number of working papers 

"" ii;i;irn-ai"'r..i" 
"tnilitary exercises ln Europe and notifyinc largd_scale exercises by qround, air andnavar forces, and relating to maior troop movements and transfers.' in both scopeand nature, these neasures go considerably further than the pio.ri"ions of theHelsinki Final Act. Their adoption wourd represent a quaritatively new advance inthe area of confidence-building neasures.

46' However, the nain obstacle to progress in stockhotm remains the rigid positionof the united states and its NATO allies, which is aimed .t ootiining unilateraladvantages to the detrirnent of the security of other states. The ,,plckage" otproposals offered by the western states as long ago as January l9g4 has undergoneno changes since then. rts aim was not 
"o *u"t, to strengthen confidence as toobtain inforrnation of an intelligence nature. such rproposals' can onry evokelecitimate doubts about tbe intentions of those who advance them.

47 ' The soviet union for its part is ready to pr@eed witbout deray, in stockholm,frorr discussions of a general nature to business-rike negotiations and the searchfor agreements combining major measures of a politicatr nature uith specificconfidence-building neasures in the mititary li"fA.
48' The soviet union takes a responsibte attitude to participation in negotiat.ionson arns rimitation and disarmament' including those outsiae ti"-it"mework of theunited Nations, and makes every effort to achieve mutuarly acceptable solutions.rt will continue consistently to seek radicat progr""" ii'";;;i;9 the arms race andwill denonstrate its political will and readirr."s-to .--"p"i.i" 

-ion"atuctively 
withall those who, for their part, seek effective sorutions.




